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PURPOSE: Proposals to return medically actionable secondary genetic findings (SFs) in the clinical and research settings have
generated controversy regarding whether to solicit individuals’ preferences about their “right not to know” genetic information.
This study contributes to the debate by surveying research participants who have actively decided whether to accept or refuse SFs.
METHODS: Participants were drawn from a large National Institutes of Health (NIH) environmental health study. Participants who
had accepted SFs (n= 148) or refused SFs (n= 83) were given more detailed information about the types of SFs researchers could
return and were given an opportunity to revise their original decision.
RESULTS: Forty-one of 83 initial refusers (49.4%) opted to receive SFs following the informational intervention. Nearly 75% of these
“reversible refusers” thought they had originally accepted SFs. The 50.6% of initial refusers who continued to refuse (“persistent
refusers”) demonstrated high levels of understanding of which SFs would be returned postintervention. The most prominent reason
for refusing was concern about becoming worried or sad (43.8%).
CONCLUSION: This study demonstrates the need for a more robust informed consent process when soliciting research participants’
preferences about receiving SFs. We also suggest that our data support implementing a default practice of returning SFs without
actively soliciting preferences.
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INTRODUCTION
With the increasing adoption of genome and exome sequencing,
researchers and clinicians have had to grapple with how to
address the potential for uncovering findings unrelated to the
primary sequencing objective (secondary findings, or SFs, which
have been distinguished from the broader category of incidental
findings as information that is still unrelated to the research or
clinical aim but is actively sought) [1]. In 2013, the American
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) promulgated a
list of genes in which disease causing variants should be returned
to clinical genomic sequencing recipients without first soliciting
their preferences about receiving this information [2, 3]. This
proposal generated much debate around the so-called right not to
know (RNTK) genetic information about oneself [4–8].
Reflecting the dominant view, RNTK proponents argued that

returning information to patients without soliciting their prefer-
ences is a violation of their autonomy [5–7, 9–11]. Even when this
information is potentially life-saving, some argued, respecting
autonomy ought to trump concerns of beneficence [4, 5]. In
contrast, the ACMG argued that “clinicians have a fiduciary duty to
warn patients about high-risk variants” and that it would not be

“appropriate to give patients a choice not to learn about” these
findings [2]. This position has been extended to argue that the
potential benefits of learning medically actionable genetic
information far outweigh the harms, that support for the RNTK
is inconsistent and malleable, and that the extremely small
number of patients or research participants who choose to invoke
the RNTK should not drive broad policies [4, 12]. Nonetheless,
overwhelming criticism prompted the ACMG to revise their
recommendations to allow patients “to opt out of the analysis
of medically actionable genes” before their samples are sent for
testing [13].
Although distinct in some ways, a related debate is occurring

among researchers who employ genomic sequencing regarding
whether to solicit the informational preferences of study
participants. In fact, resolving this controversy is perhaps more
urgent in the research setting, where genomic sequencing has
become exceedingly common. While different terms, such as
“medically important genomic results,” have been proposed to
distinguish actionable genetic findings that may surface in the
research context from those in the clinical context, this study,
which concerns the former, uses the term “secondary findings” [1].
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There are two areas where empirical research can inform this
debate within the research context. First, proponents of soliciting
research participants’ preferences assume that these preferences
are strong and stable, and that they can reliably be captured
during the consent process. However, studies on the quality of
informed consent cast doubt on this assumption; there is
significant variation in how people understand consent docu-
ments, and the way information is framed can have a significant
impact on their understanding and answers [14, 15]. Therefore, it
is critical to determine how strongly and consistently participants
endorse the RNTK and how accurately preferences are captured
during the consent process. Second, it is unclear why some
participants refuse SFs. While some studies have explored refusers’
motivations [16–19], the data are largely qualitative and have
sought respondents’ preferences and views in hypothetical
scenarios, in part because the population of people not wanting
to receive this information is so small [20]. Thus, there has been a
lack of generalizable data on the views and characteristics of
people who have actively made the decision to refuse medically
actionable genetic information.
Through an opportunity to survey a large group of research

participants who made the decision not to receive SFs, this study
aims to address these questions. Specifically, the study attempts
to (1) gauge the strength and stability of participants’ original
decisions, (2) determine how informed participants were when
they made their original decision, (3) ascertain whether more
detailed information changes participants’ desires to receive SFs,
(4) explore the reasoning employed by participants when making
their choice about SFs, and (5) identify potential differences in
reasons for refusal between racial and ethnic groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants were drawn from the Environmental Polymorphisms Registry
(EPR) [21], a National Institutes of Health (NIH) study of 19,658 participants
designed to examine how genetic and environmental factors influence
human health, conducted by intramural investigators in the National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS; see [21] for more
information on EPR’s recruitment strategies and the demographic
characteristics of its participants). The consent form used language that
has regularly been approved by institutional review boards (IRBs),
specifically stating that investigators “may find gene changes that are
not related to this study” and that, with the participant’s consent, they
would return findings when there is “a gene change that is important to
you or your family’s health” (see “Original EPR Consent Language” in the
Supplementary materials). The EPR contacted participants in 2016 by
email, mail, and phone to get explicit permission for genomic sequencing
and to solicit their preferences about whether or not to receive SFs.
Nonresponders were recontacted in subsequent years using the same
methods.
Of the participants who already had consented to genomic sequencing

in the EPR at the time of our substudy (which was open from 18 November
2019 to 31 January 2020), 8,678 elected to receive SFs, and 165 elected not
to receive them. Our substudy invited all 165 SF refusers as well as a
random sample of 330 SF acceptors. The rate of SF refusal (the number of
participants who refused SFs out of the total 8,843 participants who agreed
to be sequenced and expressed a preference about knowing or not know)
was significantly higher among Black participants (3.2%) compared to
white participants (1.6%; odds ratio 2.07, 95% confidence interval 1.44 to
2.94, p= 0.00006). To explore factors that may account for this higher rate
of refusal (e.g., historical research abuses and subsequent broad distrust of
the medical/research establishment) Black participants were oversampled
in the acceptors cohort. Other than oversampling by race, acceptors were
chosen at random from the EPR acceptors cohort. Participants were
contacted about the online survey by text and email, with periodic
reminders for initial nonresponders.
Arguments in the literature for and against receiving genetic informa-

tion about oneself were used to develop preliminary survey questions. The
survey was piloted using 12 cognitive interviews with EPR participants,
conducted by the social science research firm that assists the EPR with
their umbrella study. The survey was structured into three parts. In the first

part, participants were asked questions to gauge the strength of their
original decision and their recall of details about the kinds of SFs that
might be returned as described in the original consent form. In the second
part (intervention), participants were provided more detailed information
about the types of SFs researchers may return to participants, namely that
SFs would only be returned if they were associated with serious disease,
treatable, and had a strong evidence base (see “Intervention Text” in the
Supplementary materials). Participants were then given an opportunity to
make a revised, binding decision about whether to receive SFs. In the third
part, participants were asked questions about their new decision.
Data were analyzed using R software (version 3.6.2). Descriptive statistics

were generated for the sample’s demographic characteristics (e.g., race,
age, and gender) as well as participants’ responses to many of the survey’s
questions, including those testing the strength and stability of their
original decisions, their understanding of SFs, and their reasons for making
their decisions. Bivariate analyses, including Pearson’s chi-squared test,
McNemar’s test, Fisher’s exact test, and t test statistics, were subsequently
used to explore differences in responses between acceptors and refusers,
differences in responses before and after the survey’s intervention, and
differences in responses between racial groups.

RESULTS
There were 231 responses of a total 495 participants contacted, for
a response rate of 46.7%. The response rate among refusers was
slightly higher (83/165, 50.3%) than that of acceptors (148/330,
44.4%).

Characteristics of respondents’ original decision
Respondents characterized the strength and stability of their
original decision (Table 1). When asked how well they remem-
bered making their decision, 43.3% of respondents reported not
remembering being asked the question at all or vaguely
remembering being asked the question. Refusers may have been
more likely not to have remembered making the decision (X2 [2,
N= 231] = 5.467, p= 0.065). When asked what they thought their
original decision had been, 45.8% of refusers thought they had
accepted, while 6.8% of acceptors thought they had refused—
meaning, when comparing one’s actual decision with one’s later
reported recollection of that decision, concordance for refusers
was significantly lower than concordance for acceptors (Fisher’s
exact, p < 0.001). Most participants (80.1%) thought they had
enough information to make their original decision, and a similar
number (80.5%) had not thought about changing their decision
since making it.
Given a range of options from which to choose, respondents

were asked what types of genetic information they thought would
have been reported back to them as SFs to gauge how informed
their decision had been (Fig. 1a). Most respondents (80.5%)
correctly identified that SFs would only include information about
actionable diseases that might be serious or fatal (column 2).
However, every other kind of genetic finding presented, except
one, was chosen by a majority of respondents as well. When
compared with refusers, acceptors were significantly more likely to
think SFs included information on diseases that are currently
untreatable (column 1, X2 [1, N= 231] = 6.289, p= 0.012) and on
diseases that do not affect them but could affect their children
(column 3, X2 [1, N= 231] = 10.726, p= 0.001). Though a
significant difference was not found between the percentages of
acceptors and refusers choosing other kinds of SFs, it is worth
noting that each category of finding was chosen by a higher
percentage of acceptors than refusers.
When asked what their reasons were for accepting SFs (see

Table D: Reasons for Accepting in Supplemental materials) 83.1%
of acceptors thought knowledge of the findings would improve
their health, and 60.8% reported that this was theirmost important
reason for accepting. Refusers endorsed a variety of reasons for
their decision not to receive SFs (Table 2). The most common
reason (51.8%) was the perception that the information would
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make the respondent worried or sad. Approximately one-third
(32.5%) of respondents refused in part because they were not
curious about the information. Of refusers, 19.3% of refusers
would not have done anything with the information, and 13.3%
refused because they did not think the information was relevant
to their health. Another 13.3% refused because of concerns that
their health insurance would use the information against them.
Only 4.8% of respondents refused due to concerns of stigma—the
worry that their friends or family would treat them differently.

Differences in reasons for refusal between racial and ethnic groups
Black respondents were significantly more likely to originally
refuse to receive SFs than non-Black participants (including whites
and Asian Americans)—47.4% refused, versus 31.7% of whites and
Asian Americans (X2 [1, N= 224] = 3.868, p= 0.049) (see Table A:
Demographics and Original Decision in Supplemental materials).
Refusers’ reasons were analyzed by race and it was found that
Black respondents were more likely than non-Black respondents
to refuse SFs in part because they did not trust the NIH with their
genetic information; 11.1% of Black respondents endorsed this
reason versus 0% of whites and Asian Americans (p= 0.036)
(Table 2).

Respondents’ decision postintervention
Following the provision of more detailed information about SFs,
there was a significant increase in the number of respondents
accepting (McNemar’s test, X2 [1, 231] = 24.596, p < 0.001) (see
Table 3). A total of 41 respondents switched from refusing to
accepting, while six people switched from accepting to refusing—
a net decrease in refusing of 42.2%. Of all respondents, 76.6%
reported they were “completely” or “pretty sure” about their
decision, and 93.9% reported they “had enough information” to
make their decision—a 13.8% increase from before more
information was provided.
Postintervention, respondents were again asked about the

types of SFs that would be reported to them (Fig. 1b–c). A slightly
higher, though not statistically significant proportion of respon-
dents (p= 0.263) correctly identified that findings would include
diseases that might be serious, while a statistically significant
decrease was seen in all other options (Fig. 1b), suggesting an
improvement in respondents’ understanding of the limited set of
SFs that might be provided. Each option was chosen again by a
higher percentage of acceptors than refusers (Fig. 1c). The reasons
endorsed by acceptors and refusers postintervention remained
largely the same.

Characteristics of respondents who refused postintervention
Of the 48 respondents who refused postintervention, 42 had
originally refused (Table 4). These 42 respondents (“persistent
refusers”) who held a consistent preference not to receive SFs
were compared with respondents (n= 41) who originally refused
and then switched to accepting (“reversible refusers”). There was
significantly higher concordance between the initial decision and
the later reported recollection of the decision among the
persistent refusers compared to the reversible refusers (Fisher’s
exact, p < 0.001). In fact, almost 75% of the reversible refusers
thought they had originally accepted receipt of SFs. There was no
significant difference between the persistent and reversible
refusers regarding whether they thought they had enough
information (preintervention), but reversible refusers may have
been more likely to have thought about changing their decision
since (Fisher’s exact, p= 0.071). The level of understanding about
SFs among persistent refusers was high; in fact, this group may
have had a slightly better understanding in some respects than
respondents who accepted postintervention (Fig. 1c). The six
respondents who switched from accepting to refusing postinter-
vention were not included in this analysis.

DISCUSSION
This study contributes a number of important findings to the
debate within the research setting on the right not to know
genetic information about oneself. In turn, these findings point to
several implications for policies governing the return of SFs to
research participants.
We found that the group of participants in our sample who

originally refused to receive SFs was equally divided between
“reversible refusers” and “persistent refusers.” Reversible refusers
switched their decision to accepting SFs following the interven-
tion, while persistent refusers continued to refuse. Reversible
refusers were significantly less likely to have remembered their
original decision accurately and more likely to have thought about
changing their original decision than persistent refusers. Despite
the observation that refusers, on the whole, were less likely to
have remembered their original decision than acceptors, persis-
tent refusers not only had a more stable preference than
reversible refusers, but they also had a high level of understanding
of what SFs would include. In fact, persistent refusers may have
had a higher level of understanding of SFs than acceptors,
postintervention.

Table 1. Summary questions related to strength and stability of
decision (preintervention).

Answer choice Accepted (%) Refused (%) Total (%)

How well do you remember being asked whether you wanted to
receive SFs?

Definitely or mostly
remember

59 (39.9) 21 (25.3) 80 (34.6)

Somewhat remember 32 (21.6) 19 (22.9) 51 (22.1)

Don’t or vaguely
remember

57 (38.5) 43 (51.8) 100 (43.3)

X2 (2, N= 231) = 5.467,
p= 0.065

How do you think you answered that question?

Respondent
remembered choice
correctly

138 (93.2) 45 (54.2) 183 (79.2)

Respondent
remembered choice
incorrectly

10 (6.8) 38 (45.8) 48 (20.8)

Fisher’s exact, p < 0.001

Did you feel like you had enough information to make the
decision?

Yes 122 (82.4) 63 (75.9) 185 (80.1)

No 26 (17.6) 20 (24.1) 46 (19.9)

X2 (1, N= 231) = 1.041,
p= 0.308

Have you thought about changing your decision since?

Yes 26 (17.6) 19 (22.9) 45 (19.5)

No 122 (82.4) 64 (77.1) 186 (80.5)

X2 (1, N= 231) = 0.652,
p= 0.420

SF secondary finding.
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These findings add nuance to the ethical and policy debates
surrounding the RNTK genetic information about oneself. Scholars
who have endorsed a more absolute conception of the RNTK
argue that some research participants have a genuine preference
not to know certain information about themselves, and that this
preference ought to be respected. They advocate that these
preferences be actively solicited as part of the consent process for
genomic sequencing, instead of having a default practice of
returning SFs [5]. The critical assumption made here is that a
participant’s indicated preference on a consent form reflects their
true considered view.
On the one hand, our finding that many participants in genetic

testing may initially refuse SFs but do not have strong or stable
preferences calls this assumption into question. Rather, it suggests
that consent form check boxes may not be the most appropriate
method to solicit people’s preferences, and that decisions made in
that context should not be seen as definitive expressions of
preference. This point is emphasized by our finding that almost
half of participants who initially refused SFs subsequently
accepted them. By soliciting preferences through check boxes
after an accurate but limited presentation of information, it is likely
that some participants will make a choice that results in forgoing
potentially life-saving information that, upon further reflection,
they would have wanted to receive. On the other hand, this study
found that some participants have strong convictions about not
wanting to know certain genetic information about themselves,
and moreover, that these “persistent refusers” continue to refuse
despite a high level of understanding of SFs. By not soliciting
preferences, these persistent refusers would potentially receive
information that they genuinely do not want.
To minimize the number of people unintentionally refusing SFs

while also respecting those who truly do not want to receive SFs,
one path forward would be to implement a more robust informed
consent process. By providing more detailed information about

the types of genetic information that would and would not be
returned, the indicated preferences of research participants would
likely become more accurate. Another strategy would be to ask for
people’s preferences at multiple timepoints. As will be discussed
below, it is possible that our survey’s intervention—the provision
of more detailed information—was not responsible for the
increased uptake of SFs, but rather asking participants a second
time was. Given how difficult it is to maintain contact with
research participants, however, this strategy would pose a
potentially significant logistical burden on research teams.
More controversially, our findings could also lend support for

implementing a default practice of attempting to return medically
actionable genetic findings to research participants, without
actively soliciting preferences. While we found that approximately
half of our sample of refusers continued to refuse even after more
information was provided and that their preferences were stable
and well-informed, it is important to put this finding into
perspective. In the overall sample of EPR participants ~98% of
the cohort initially agreed to receive SFs; this group of “persistent
refusers” represents a very small proportion of the study
population (less than 1%), which is consistent with what studies
soliciting the hypothetical preferences of patients, participants,
and the public have found about low SF refusal rates [15–17, 22–
27]. While many bioethicists approach the RNTK debate primarily
through an autonomy lens, our data suggest that an equally
legitimate normative frame is to consider whether RNTK policies
should be constructed to accommodate this very small group at
the expense of a different small group of people who refuse SFs
unintentionally or through misunderstanding and subsequently
forgo potentially life-saving information. In light of our findings we
argue that it is ethically acceptable to consider an approach where
the explicitly articulated default is to attempt to return a defined
set of high-value SFs, with an implicit mechanism for persistent
refusers to self-identify as wanting to opt out of receiving SFs [4].
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The potentially significant harms of participants misreporting their
preferences on a consent form and forgoing valuable health
information outweighs the harms of not respecting the prefer-
ences of a handful of persistent refusers who do not opt out. That
many of the reasons for refusing SFs endorsed by persistent
refusers are based on unfounded concerns—not including a
historical mistrust of health-care institutions and medical research
(discussed below)—also supports this view.
While this study demonstrated an increase in accepting SFs

following the provision of more detailed information about SFs,
the relationship between being well informed and one’s informa-
tion preferences remains unclear. On the one hand, it appears that
improving people’s understanding leads to a higher rate of
accepting SFs, as reversible refusers demonstrated improved
understanding following the provision of additional information
and switched their decision from refusing to accepting. This
correlation between being well informed and wanting genetic
information is consistent with other studies [28, 29]. On the other
hand, it appears that many people still refuse despite a high level
of understanding (the persistent refusers, as described above), and
acceptors do not necessarily have high levels of understanding.
When we compared the understanding of acceptors (pre- and
postintervention) with that of refusers (pre- and postintervention),
acceptors had poorer understanding, in some respects, than
refusers at both timepoints. On the whole, acceptors thought
incorrectly that findings would include more information than
those who refused.
These contradictory findings suggest that being more informed

is not the only factor that contributes to accepting SFs. That is,
reversible refusers may be switching not only because they have

become better informed, but also because they had more time to
think about their decision and are being asked a second time [30].
Further research is needed to understand how repeated solicita-
tions of preferences about SFs influence decision-making, and
whether the act of asking multiple times creates undue pressure
on a person to accept SFs or enhances their autonomy by giving
them a chance to reconsider. Additionally, acceptors may not be
accepting because they are better informed about what SFs will
include, but perhaps because this group is generally more
information-seeking [27]. More research is needed to understand
the causal relationship between being better informed and
wanting more health information about oneself, as well as the
additional factors that make some people accept and some
people refuse.
In revealing some of the justifications for why people accept or

refuse SFs, this study also points to potential educational
strategies researchers may use to further improve the consent
process. Specifically, several of the reasons for refusing can
potentially be addressed through provision of additional detail
and context. The most common reason chosen for refusing was
that the information might make the recipient worried or sad. The
concern that learning genetic information will lead to psycholo-
gical harms has been prominent in the bioethics literature [7], but
more recent data suggest that people who have received
troubling genetic information do not end up being as anxious
as they thought they would be [31–33]. Likewise, about 10% of
refusers did so because they were worried their health insurance
would use the information against them. Yet the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) prohibits health insurers
from doing precisely this, and there is little evidence to suggest

Table 2. Reasons for refusing, pre- vs. postintervention, by race.

Preintervention Postintervention

Reason White & Asian
American
N= 53 (%)

Black
N= 27 (%)

Total
N= 83 (%)

White & Asian
American
N= 28 (%)

Black
N= 18 (%)

Total
N= 48 (%)

Would make me worried or sad 28 (52.8) 14 (51.9) 43 (51.8) 11 (39.3) 10 (55.6) 21 (43.8)

p= 1 p= 0.367

Not curious about information 14 (26.4) 11 (40.7) 27 (32.5) 6 (21.4) 6 (33.3) 13 (27.1)

p= 0.211 p= 0.495

Would not have done anything
with information

14 (26.4) 2 (7.4) 16 (19.3) 8 (28.6) 2 (11.1) 10 (20.8)

p= 0.074 p= 0.274

Did not think information was
relevant to health

10 (18.9) 1 (3.7) 11 (13.3) 3 (10.7) 1 (5.6) 5 (10.4)

p= 0.088 p= 1

Worried health insurance would
use it against me

10 (18.9) 1 (3.7) 11 (13.3) 2 (7.1) 3 (16.7) 5 (10.4)

p= 0.088 p= 0.366

Worried friends or family would
treat me differently

1 (1.9) 3 (11.1) 4 (4.8) 1 (3.6) 0 (0) 1 (2.1)

p= 0.109 p= 1

Did not trust NIH with information 0 (0) 3 (11.1) 3 (3.6) 0 (0) 4 (22.2) 4 (8.3)

p= 0.036 p= 0.019

Could not take action because no
access to health care

1 (1.9) 0 (0) 1 (1.2) 1 (3.6) 0 (0) 1 (2.1)

p= 1 p= 1

Other 7 (13.2) 4 (14.8) 11 (13.3) 6 (21.4) 0 (0) 6 (12.5)

p= 1 p= 0.068

Respondents could choose more than one reason, so percentages add up to more than 100%. All p values are results from Fisher’s exact tests. Respondents
who did not report their race are included in the totals.
NIH National Institutes of Health.
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that health insurers and employers have ever done this [34, 35].
About 10% of refusers also endorsed the reason that they did not
think the information was relevant to their health. For this subset
of people, this suggests a continued lack of understanding that
the SFs would be medically actionable and evidence-based. Given
that refusers may be basing their decision to forgo valuable
health-promoting information on these potentially mitigatable
concerns, it is worth considering strategies that researchers can
use during the decision-making process to convey how resilient
people are following information disclosure, the protections
afforded by GINA, and the actionability of the information being
returned.
Furthermore, a sizeable proportion of refusers made their

decisions in part because they would not have done anything with
the information (about 21%), and that they were not curious
about the information (about 27%). More research needs to be
done to understand why these reasons may have driven people
not to receive important health information, and how researchers
might address them. A notable finding was that very few refusers
made their decision because they did not have access to health
care, or because they were worried friends or family would treat
them differently (i.e., stigma). This finding suggests that the
significant attention given to stigma in the bioethics literature as a
reason for not wanting to know genetic information may need to
be re-examined [7, 36]. Additionally, it is important to note that six
people switched from agreeing to refusing SFs as a result of this
study. More research is also needed to understand why some
people revoked their consent to receive SFs.
We analyzed reasons for refusing by race in an attempt to

understand why a greater proportion of Black participants refused
SFs and found that Black respondents were significantly more
likely than whites and Asian Americans to endorse the idea that
they did not trust NIH with their genetic information, both before
and after the intervention. In fact, it was only Black respondents
who chose this reason at both timepoints. Importantly, the
absolute number of respondents who chose this reason is very
small and thus unlikely to fully explain the racial difference in

refusal. Nonetheless, decreased trust in health-care institutions
driving less health-care utilization among Black people is
consistent with what other studies have found [37–40]. Higher
distrust in the government’s regulation of research, and in
researchers themselves, is driven by continued racial discrimina-
tion in the United States and historical medical injustices [39]. This
finding reminds us that it is important to be sensitive to the fact
that there might be important and legitimate reasons for refusing
that differ among racial groups.

Limitations
There was a gap of more than a year between respondents
making their original decision on whether to receive SFs and the
administration of our survey. This may have resulted in our
survey demonstrating a lower initial understanding of SFs than
when respondents originally made their decision. This time gap
also made it difficult to measure whether changes in under-
standing were due to the passage of time, or the provision of
more detailed information about SFs. In addition, given the
small numbers of participants in the specific racial and ethnic
categories, one should be cautious about the statistical
inferences about particular groups that can be drawn from the
data. When analyzing by race, we compared Black respondents
to whites and Asian Americans together. Yet there is little
literature on the genetic information preferences or utilization
of Asian Americans and thus there is some uncertainty about
how to group them. Finally, though Black participants were
significantly more likely to refuse SFs, that result was not strong
(p= 0.049) and deserves further study.

Conclusion
This study provides valuable data to inform how research
institutions design policies related to returning SFs to research
participants. Most significantly, our data raise questions about
whether a strong conception of the “right not to know” is the right
lens when creating policies to govern the return of SFs. We argue
that our data support a default practice of attempting to return
SFs without soliciting the preferences of research participants,
while also providing a clearly defined (though implicit) opt-out
mechanism for people that independently raise concerns about

Table 4. Comparing persistent refusers with reversible refusers.

Answer choice Persistent refusers (%) Reversible refusers (%)

How do you think you answered the question of whether to
receive SFs? (preintervention)

I accepted SFs 8 (19.0) 30 (73.2)

I refused SFs 34 (81.0) 11 (26.8)

Fisher’s exact, p < 0.001

Did you feel like you had enough information to make the
decision? (preintervention)

Yes 31 (73.8) 32 (78.0)

No 11 (26.2) 9 (22.0)

Fisher’s exact, p= 0.798

Have you thought about changing your decision since?
(preintervention)

Yes 6 (14.3) 13 (31.7)

No 36 (85.7) 28 (68.3)

Fisher’s exact, p= 0.071

SF secondary findings.

Table 3. Decision postintervention.

Preintervention
accepted

Preintervention
refused

Total (%)

Decision postintervention

Postintervention
accepted

142 41 183 (79.2)

Postintervention
refused

6 42 48 (20.8)

McNemar’s test (X2 (1, 231) =
24.596, p < 0.001)

Answer choice Accepted (%) Refused
(%)

Total (%)

How sure are you of your decision?

Completely or pretty 143 (78.1) 34 (70.8) 177 (76.6)

Moderately 21 (11.5) 6 (12.5) 27 (11.7)

Not very or somewhat 19 (10.4) 8 (16.7) 27 (11.7)

Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.449

Did you have enough information to make your decision?

Yes 171 (93.4) 46 (95.8) 217 (93.9)

No 12 (6.6) 2 (4.2) 14 (6.1)

Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.74
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the RNTK. An alternative policy could involve recontacting refusers
to provide them more time to make their decision and a chance to
reconsider. The ability to requery participants, however, would be
logistically challenging and resource-intensive for many research
teams. Our study shows that, at the very least, more detailed
information about SFs should be provided to participants during
the informed consent process. While further study is warranted,
we believe that either of these policy choices would help decrease
the number of research participants who inadvertently refuse
important health information because of misunderstanding or
indecision.
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